
The Hon. Ed Vaizey MP 
Minister for Culture, Communications and Creative Industries 
Department for Culture, Media and Sport  
2-4 Cockspur Street 
London  
SW1Y 5DH 
 
5th March 2012 
 
Dear Mr. Vaizey,  
 
Libraries and the Initial Obligations Code of the Digital Economy Act 
  
Thank you for your letter of the 12 January 2011 where you kindly stated that “libraries and 
universities will not be within scope of the obligations”. We are writing to you again to seek 
further clarification on the definitions used in the Digital Economy Act Initial Obligations 
Code following a meeting we had with Ofcom on the 24th February 2012.  
 
Regretfully, Ofcom have not been able to provide suitable reassurances to us that libraries 
(public, research etc) would be considered ‘non-qualifying ISPs’ and therefore outside the 
scope of the Digital Economy Act “online copyright infringement” provisions. In particular, 
we raised the issue of libraries receiving internet access under an agreement from what will 
be ‘qualifying ISPs’, i.e. those with more than 400,000 subscribers, such as BT and TalkTalk.  
 
Qualifying ISPs will have a legal obligation under the Initial Obligations Code to pass on 
Copyright Infringement Reports (CIRs) as notifications to those who receive internet access 
under an agreement, and thus would treat libraries as ‘subscribers’ for the purpose of the 
Digital Economy Act. Ofcom representatives expressed to us the opinion that they think that 
libraries should, of course, be considered ‘non-qualifying ISPs’. Ofcom explained that this is 
not explicitly stated in the draft Initial Obligations Code and Ofcom suggested instead that 
they would need to seek an agreement about whether libraries are a ‘subscriber’ or ‘internet 
service providers’ for the purpose of the Digital Economy Act with the qualifying ISP, which 
Ofcom has acknowledged as being “tricky”. 
  
We are very concerned that without specific clarification in the Initial Obligations Code that 
libraries  and other public intermediaries are ‘internet service providers’, or ‘communications 
providers’, for the purpose of the Digital Economy Act, would face disproportionate costs 
and unexpected consequences. These are likely to be: 
 

• Legal and administrative costs associated with negotiating with qualifying ISPs for 
‘non-qualifying ISP’ status potentially every time a CIR is issued or the qualifying 
ISP passes on a notification;  

• Inability of qualifying ISPs to recognise the institution’s status as ‘non-qualifying 
ISPs’ and as a result the cost of appealing notifications to the Appeals Body (the 
appeals fee is to be set at £20), the legal cost of defending the library against civil 
copyright infringement litigation once the library has been placed on the “copyright 
infringement list” (the threshold is likely to be three CIRs), and further down the line 
potential reduction or loss of broadband connectivity for us and our users;  



• Damage to the institution’s relationship with copyright owners despite the robust 
measures they have put in place to reduce the risks of copyright infringement by its 
users. 

 
To date no impact assessment has been undertaken to establish the likely cost to libraries and 
other public intermediaries if they are considered subscribers for the purpose of the Digital 
Economy Act. Given that libraries, as well as universities, already take a range of steps to 
minimise copyright infringement by users on its network we believe that it would be entirely 
disproportionate to bring libraries or universities within scope of the Initial Obligations Code. 
Libraries provide affordable internet access to people who do not have internet access at 
home, supporting the Governments move towards public service provision being digital by 
default. In times of severe budget cuts, any legal uncertainty created by the Initial Obligations 
Code about the provision of internet access by libraries could have a detrimental impact on 
their ability to be at the forefront of the digital inclusion agenda.  
 
We understand that the Initial Obligations Code is currently with DCMS. We would therefore 
urge you to provide a ministerial instruction to Ofcom to specifically include libraries in the 
Initial Obligations Code as ‘internet service providers’ or ‘communications providers’ to 
ensure that our status as ‘non-qualifying’ ISPs is understood and accepted. We would also 
welcome a meeting so that we can discuss the implementation of the Digital Economy Act 
with you.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
John Dolan - Chair of Council - The Chartered Institute of Library & Information 
Professionals 

 

 
Martyn Wade - National Librarian and Chief Executive - The National Library of Scotland  

 
 

 



Ann Rossiter – Executive Director - SCONUL 

 
 

 
Andrew Green – National Librarian and Chief Executive Officer - The National Library of 
Wales 
 

 
 
 

 
David C Prosser PhD - Executive Director - Research Libraries UK 
 

 
 

 
 
Mike O’Connor – Chief Executive – Consumer Focus 

 

 
Elaine Fulton – Director - Scottish Library and Information Council/CILIP in Scotland 
 



 
Christopher Hale – Deputy Director of Policy – Universities UK  

 
 
cc. Rt. Hon David Willetts MP, Minister of State for Universities and Science  

Rt. Hon. Jeremy Hunt MP, Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport 

Rt. Hon. Eric Pickles MP, Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government 

Baroness Wilcox, Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Business, Innovation and Skills 

Fiona Hyslop MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Culture and External Affairs, Scottish Government  

Huw Lewis AM, Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage, Welsh Government  


	Fiona Hyslop MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Culture and External Affairs, Scottish Government

